Total Neutron Counting Instruments
and Applications
J. Sprinkle

15.1

INTRODUCTION

Total neutron counting instruments are usually unsophisticated instruments that do
not measure neutron energy directly. They are simpler than neutron coincidence
counters, are capable of detecting smaller quantities of neutron producing materials, and
are less sensitive to multiplication effects and eftlciency variations. However, they are
less capable of determining which isotope or chemical compound produced the neutrons. Sometimes these instruments use partial energy discrimination to reduce the
signal from undesired components. More typically, they rely on administrative controls
to ensure that only the appropriate materials are assayed.
Many assay instruments for total neutron counting use moderated 3He detectors. The
3He detectors are relatively simple to operate and their reliability is excellent. They can
tolerate approximately 1013 fast n/cm2 without serious radiation damage and they
provide ade@ate discrimination against gamma rays in fields less than 1 R/h. Reasonable detection efficieric@scan + achieved through careful design. Tubes of 2.5-cm
diameter containing 4 atm of 3He have an intrinsic detection effkiency of 90% for
thermal neutrons. Detector banks with these tubes placed 5 cm apart can be designed to
have absolute detection efficiencies of about 20% for spontaneous fission neutrons.
Dete&or banks have also been built with BF3 tubes, which provide somewhat better
discrimination against gamma rays (see @apter 13).
This chapter describes several total neutron counting instruments and applications in
order of increasing size and complexity. It concludes with examples of three instruments
used for special applications two moisture’ monitors and an energy-independent long
counter.
15.2 THE SHIELDED NEUTRON ASSAY PROBE @NAP)
The Shielded Neutron Assay Probe (SNAP) is the simplest and most portable of the
neutron detectors described in @is c~pter. An upgraded version, the SN$P-11 (Ref 1),
is illustrated in Figure 15.1. SNAP-II consists of two 3He counters (2.5-cm diam, 20-cm
active length, &atm fill pressure) embedded in a 12.7-cm-diam polyethylene cylinder.
The 12.7-cmdiameter of the cylinder is optimum for the detection ofl - to,2-MeV fission
neutrons. The polyethylene cylinder is wrapped in a thin cadmium sheet to preferentially absorb any background of thermal neutrons. Along its axis is a hole for inserting
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Fig.15.1 TheSN.4WIdetector(R& 1).

individual reactor fhel rods. This confi~tion
provides an option for high-efficiency
assay of plutonium-bearing rods in the hole. Outside the cylinder is a 5.7-cm-thick
directional shield whose thickness is limited to ensure portability of the detector. The
weight of the SNAP-II is only 10 kg.
With its directional shiel~, SNAP-II has a viewing angle of 12(Y.Figure 15.2shows the
relative sensitivity of the detector as a ilmction of angle around the detector axis, as
measured with a PuLi source. The front-to-back detection ratio is 4.2 for the PuLi source
(average neutron energy of 0.65 MeV) but decreases to 2.2 for a 252Cfspontaneous
fission source (average neutron energy of 2.2 MeV).
The intrinsic efficiency o$the SNAP-II detector for fission neutrons is approximately
17K representing a significant improvement over the 10% obtained with the original
SNAP detector(Ref 2). In addition, the active area of the SNAP-II detector is more than
twice that of its predecesso~ consequently the absolute detection efficiency for a point
source at 1 m is improved by a thctor of 4.5, to approximately 0.01% (Ref. 1). For other
source-to-detector distances the absolute detection efficiency varies as (r + a)–2 where
r is measured in pmtinseters from the,detector axis and a is a constant that depends on
the diameter of the modetitor cylinder. The constang a, is typically about 3 cm, and r
must be greater than 3a ‘forthe approximation to be valid. This efficiency function is not
valid if the detector is close to surfaces that reflect neutrons (such as a concrete floor).
For field exercises that require the use of the SNAI-11 in an area surrounded by neutron
sources and reflectors, &termination of the appropriate background count may be
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Fig. 1s.2 Directional sensitivity of the
SNAP detector, as measured
in the midplane with a PuLi
source (average energy
0.65 MeV) (Rtf 2).

difficult. In these instances, it has been helpfid to fit a matching wedge of polyethylene
into the viewing angle of the detector.
The SNAP-II has been designed for field work and is used in the total neutron
counting mode because the signal to be measured is otlen weak. It is important to use
compact, simple electronics. Commercially available packages such as the Eberline SAM
I or the LudlumModel 22 are well suited for this application. These units contain a highvoltage power supply, preamplifier and amplifier boards, discriminators,, and scalers in
one small portable box.
The SNAP detector provides only limited information about the energy or direction
of the neutrons that are detected. It is often used for holdup measurements or
verification measurements where good reference standards are not availabhy examples
of such USeSfollow.
15.2.1 Verification

of Plutonium Metal

A SNAP detector has been used to verify the 2% content of plutonium metal
buttons at the Hanford Works in Richland, Washington (Ref 3). The major neutron
source in metallic plutonium is the spontaneous fission of 2@Pu. In addition, buttons
containing 2000 g of plutonium exhibit significant multiplication effkcts. These effects
can increase the totals count rate by as much as 90% and are dependent on the button
geometry.
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At Hanford, the measured SNAP response, T total neutrons/s, was represented as
T(n/s) =km

IF

(15-1)

where k = calibration constant
m = elemental plutonium mass
I = 2% mass fiction
and F is a factor that accounts for multiplication within the button. F was determined
empirically by fitting a series of Monte Carlo calculations of multiplication within
buttons with the following result
F =1+(1

–aI)m/b

(15-2)

619.5 (d – 2.673)2 + 1801
b

(15-3)

b = 417.8 (d – 1.333)2 + 1757

(15-4)

a =

where d is the button diameter in inches, and a and b are also given in inches.
Equation 15-1 can be solved for either m or I. At Hanford, one button was chosen as
the “standard” and the remaining were assayed as unknowns. A statistical analysis of the
assay of 248 buttons yielded 8 outliers. The ~
content of the other 240 buttons was
verified. The mass range of the buttons was 1453 to 2204 g and the 2WPUmass fraction
ranged from 4.6 to 18.1%.The measurement uncertainty was 2% ( 1c), and the precision
in 30-s counts was better than 1%.
15.2.2 Verification of UF6 Cylinders
SNAP detectors have been used at enriched uranium production and storage facilities
to verifi the contents of UF6 cylinders (Ref 4). In UF6, neutrons are produced by
spontaneous fission of 238U and by the 19F(a,n)22Na reaction. The dominant alphaparticle emitter is 2MU. In natural UF6, 80% of the neutrons are due. to (Gn) reactions
and the rest to spontaneous fission. As the enrichment increases, the contribution of the
(urn) reaction increases sharply. In particular, as the enrichment increases from 3 to 90%,
the neutron production rate increases by a factor of 30. Consequently the totals neutron
count rate is a sensitive measure of the UF6 mass and enrichment. Neutrons penetrate
UF6 quite well but are subject to absorption and multiplication effects. Table 15-1 lists
the calculated neutron leakage fraction from various cylinders. At the higher enrichments, multiplication effects begin to dominate over absorption eff’ts.
To verifi the contents of a UF6 cylipder, the SNAP detector is placed adjacent to the
cylinder and parallel to its axisj at a position midway between the cylinder ends. This
geometry is less position dependent, less sensitive to the cylinder’s fill height, and more
convenient for the operator than,a geometry that requires the operator to hold the SNAp
against the ,end of the cylinder. ~ckgro~ds caused by neighboring cylinders are ofien
large. Reasonable background estimates (at sea level) are obtained by aiming the
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Table 15-1. Neutron leakage t%actionfrom various cylinders
235u
Enrichment
Leakage
UF6 Mass
Fraction
Cylinder Type
(Wt%)
(k)
14 ton
12,700
0.71
0.55
30B
1,500
0.71
0.80
12B
140
3.00
0.97
5A
15
10.00
1.00
1.00
5A
15
35.00
2s
1
1.01
65.00
2s
1
1.02
90.00
detector upward toward the sky rather than downward toward the cylinder. The
response from cylinders at the edge of a large cylinder array may be smaller than the
response near the center of the array. For cylinders containing UF6 of different
enrichments, the total neutron count rate T is given by
T = [cf1234) + df1238)] m

(15-5)

where m is the total uranium mass, c and d are empirical calibration constants, and
fi234) and 1238) are the isotopic mass fractions of 234u ~d 238u, resptive]y.
For low enrichments, f1238) is nearly constant, and the ratio f1234)/f(235) is very
nearly constant. Then Equation 15-5can be simplified to
T = [e + ~235)] m

(15-6)

where e and g are the calibration constants. Clearly, if the isotopic composition of the
UF6 is the same for all cylinders, Equation 15-6 can be further simplified to T = hm,
with h being the single calibration constant.
Measurement uncertainties of 5% are typical for 2 1/2-, 10-, and 14-ton cylinders.
With 60- to 120-s counting times, statistics do not contribute appreciably to these
uncertainties. Experience in the field suggests that each cylinder size requires a different
calibration, perhaps because different solid angles are subtended at the detector by the
various cylinders. If the cylinder fill heights vary by 50%, the uncertainties will increase
to approximately 10%.Measurements made with the SNAP detector can help identifi
solid residues in emptied cylinders (heels), but the small amount of material involved
causes poor precision in the results and may require long count times, on the order of
1000 s.
15.2.3 Holdup

Measurement

SNAP detectors have been used in nuclear fuel-cycle facilities to measure the holdup
of nuclear material (Refs. 5 through 7). The material to be measured must be a strong
neutron source. All forms of plutonium qual@, but uranium must be enriched and in a
matrix suitable for (%n) reactions so that the signal will be large enough to be useful.
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The primary advantage of using neutron-based techniques for holdup measurements
is the penetrability of the neutrons. They can be detected from pumps, furnaces, and
other heavy equipment that is too dense to permit the escape of gamma radiation. The
disadvantages of neutron techniques are their lack of spatial resolution, their lack of
isotopic specificity, and their sensitivity to matrix effkcts. The matrix effects include
reflection, multiplication, moderation by moisture, and (%n) reactions in low-Z
materials. Most of these effects are present to some degree in all holdup situations and
make the interpretation of neutron measurements difficult. Use of a combination of
neutron and gamma-ray measurements is usually the most reliable approach.
Calibration of the SNAP detector for holdup measurements requires standards with
isotopic and chemical compositions that are similar to those of the material held up in
process, for the reasons mentioned above. To calibrate for a particular geometry, it is
helpfhl to use mockups of the actual equipment. As in all process holdup measurements,
25 to 50% uncertainties are typical. Additional information on holdup measurements
with neutrons is included in Section 20.6 of Chapter 20.
15.2.4 Other Applications
Simple detectors like the SNAP can be used as neutron monitors in and around
storage vaults and reactors (Refs. 8 and 9). The monitors are used to check for a constant
neutron flux. They may have hardened electronics, simple mass-produced electronics,
or bare 3He tubes, depending on the application.

15.3 SLAB DETECTORS
Slab detectors contain an array of thermal neutron detectors inserted into a slab of
moderating material. They are larger and heavier than SNAP detectors but provide
higher detection efficiencies and better directionality if heavier shielding and collimators are added. Slab detectors are typically operated with a combination of standard
NIM electronics modules (such as high voltage, amplifier, single-channel analyzer, and
scaler) and customized preamplifiers. The preamplifiers are small enough to fit inside
the junction box that contains the connections to the tubes. Pulse-height analysis with a
multichannel analyzer is sometimes used, but scalers and single-channel analyzers are
mo~ frequently found in routine operation.
Slab detectors oflen consist of 3He tubes placed parallel to each other in a moderator
block (Ref 10). .The size and number of tubes vary with the application. FWre 15.3
shows a slab detector that contains nine 3He tubes (2.5-cm diam, 4-atm fill pressure)
embedded in a lo-cm-thick polyethylene slab. The junction box holds the tubes rigidly
and encloses the high-voltage buss wire and preamplifier in an air-tight, electrically
shielded space. For some applications the polyethylene slab is covered with a thin
cadmium sheet to absorb thermal neutrons.
15.3.1 Monitoring

of UF6 Enrichment

A slab detector can be operated unshielded or it can be placed inside a shield to obtain
direction-sensitive response. Figure 15.4 illustrates a shielded, directional slab deteetor
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Fig.15.4 A slab detector with directionalshieldingdesignedfor monitoring UF6enrichment.
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designed for monitoring UFGenrichment. It has a viewing angle of - 91Y,smaller than
that of the SNAP-II. However, its front-to-back discrimination is nearly five times
better. The detector exhibits a ffont-to-back ratio of 33 for an AmLi source and a ratio of
9 for a 252Cfsource. The intrinsic detection efficiency is -- 18% for a fission neutron
spectrum. The absolute detection efficiency for a point source varies approximately as
I/r for r less than the detector dimension and as 1/? for r more than twice the detector
dimension. This relationship is not valid if neutron absorbers or reflectors are present.
To determine the neutron background, the detector can be rotated 18V to face away
from the source of interest. Or the aperture can be covered with a thick piece of
polyethylene. Four-in. -thick polyethylene reduces the neutron signal by approximately a
factor of 10.
An array of slab detectors has been proposed for verification of the proper operation
of centrifuge facilities (Ref 11). Detection is possible because highly enriched uranium
reduction is accompanied by elevated neutron levels from (rqn) reactions following
?34U decay in gaseous UFb. Because of its lower mass, 234UF6is enriched even more
than 235UF6in the separation process. Since the quantity of highly enriched uranium can
be quite small, the inc~ase in slab detector response can also be quite small compared
with normal b~ckground. Sensitivity can be enhanced ~th proper design (see Chapter
14)and by using filtering and decision analysis techniques (Ref. 12).
A proposed system would consist of an array of optimized detectors within a process
building having centralized data collection and processing. During normal unattended
operation a minicomputer would poll the detectors remotely. Based on experimental
benchmarks and Monte Carlo simulations, detection sensitivities should be adequate to
detect production of highly enriched uranium. Potential sources of false alarms include
normal motion of UF6 cylinders and neutron sources used to verifj criticality alarms.
15.3.,2 Holdup Measurements
,Sla~detectors have been ,dsed for plutonium holdup measurements afler a cleanout
ope~tlon (Ref 13).The model used to interpret the results assumed tiiat the geometry of
the, s@&.e material ctndd ~ approximated by a ~uniform plane near the floor. This
as,suxnp,$o~‘kq~d be invei~gated ~bymoving tli~ detector anij repeating the measurement.~~heldbt~tor ws 0.23 rn2in frontid area and ,unshieldedi‘The cadmium absorbers
w~~~rnowd to obtain ma~jmtirn sensitivity to low-energy neutrons. The advantages
ofiusmg~neutrog tec~niqu~~ oveq @rnrna-ray-based techniques ~pre;thatshielding of the
sour~ rn~te~l ~i? leis of‘,,~$i
d ~rolj~em dnd’ zoom return (neu~ns scattered off room
1’ ‘,1’!’1,
su$ti$i), t~nds t~ qi$an,~ R $o~nter~e$$onse do,material ai the etige of ~theroom.
Tiiedfi~twol$ffec/#
~edu~ th~ nu~~r o@asur~rne~t position! requir~ to ~dequately
su~~~ the faci~ty. The ;qoo~.t+~qorni~ sh~eldi~glW good; ;$on$kquently,;,cross talk
betwep~ ~r@ns,~ dot a ~prob~e~~ Th# cheniic#i ~n~ isotopi~ fonh of the plutonium
was ~o~, (SPthat de resp~n:e i~r ~~arncould ~~ detefiined. T$e ~etector response
wai a~e~~~”~over se~+r~ ~~~s~~~rn~~$lpositiphsto ,reduce the detector’s sensitivity to
hot kpot$ (~~to @ermme iifithe$~e~isted),Although this prockdure yields 50% results at
best, ~@6h:qesulti~a;e~~d~@e,lf~~~appkqiitions ,@at‘involve d few hpndred grams of
plutonium spread tli~dlyove~ laige areas.
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15.4 THE 4X COUNTER
The 4Xcounter is designed to surround the sample, so that the solid angle for neutron
detection approaches 4x. This configuration provides the highest possible counting
efficiency and the best configuration for shielding. Shielding can be placed on all of the
external surfams of the detector to reduce the effect of nondirectional neutron backgrounds. The sample to be assayed is placed in the centraj well or sample chamber.
Usually the 4Z counter is designed to give a reasonably flat response over the volume of
this chamber. This feature is very important for heterogeneous samples. Most 4X
counter designs are optimized ‘fora particular measurement application, and administrative controls are required to ensure that the samples have the appropriate fill height,
composition, and matrix. If the samples are well-characterized and consistent with
respect to neutron transport characteristics, assays with a few percent uncertainty are
easily obtained.
The 4Z counter electronics resembles a collection of slab detector electronics. Typically four to six banks of neutron detectors are used and their outputa are combined to
yield the total neutron count rate. With the addition of a coincidence circuit, the same
configuration can be used for coincidence counting. For either total or coincidence
counting the operation of the counter is usually automated by including a calculator or
computer. The computer can be programmed to control the counting electronics,
convert the response to a mass measurement using a calibration function, and provide
measurement control.
15.4.1 Box counter

Figure 15.5 shows the design of a 4Xcounter used at the United Nuclear Corporation
(UNC) in Richland, Washington, (Ref. 14)to measure end crops from the fhel extrusion
process. The end crops are at least 75 wt% low-enriched uranium, the rest being zircalloy
and copper. They are packaged in large shipping crates and loaded onto the counter with
a fork litl. Typical net sample weights are 320 kg, however they can be as large as 550 kg.
For the UNC application total neutron counting was preferred to coincidence counting
for several reasons. Total counting is less sensitive to multiplication effits, such as
neutron-induced fissions in 235U.It is less sensitive to positiondependent variations in
detection efficiency within the sample chamber. The coincidence count rate from 23*Uis
quite low, only two to five times the rate from cosmiway-induced events. Total
counting provides a rate about 10 times the coincidence count rate, and administrative
controls are readily available to ensure that only valid samples are placed in the counter.
The observed signal from the end crops is due primarily to spontaneous fission of
23*u. one kilogram of 23*U emits 13.6 n/s. The interior of the sample chamber is
cadmium-lined. Under these conditions the absolute efficiency for an AmLi neutron
source at the center of the chamber is 20%. The external shield is 10.2-cm-thick
polyethylene. Independent measurements with a slab counter indicated that the
polyethylene shielding reduces the signal from fuel stored in a neighboring room by a
factor of 25. In addition, administrative controls limit the amount of uranium outside
the counter: none may be placed within 8 ft of the counter and only one box may be
placed within 50 ft. The counter is filly automated and the user interacts with a Hewlett
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Fig.15.5 Box counter in useat the UnitedNuclearCorp (UNC).

Packard HP-85 minicomputer. A daily measurement control procedure verifies that the
counter is operating properly. It consists of a background count which must be below 11
kg effective, and the assay of a standard, which must be within 2% of the known value.
Figure 15.6 is a calibration curve obtained with finished fiel from the extrusion
process. Counting times of 1000s were USS*the statistical precision is better than 1%.
Three types of fhel were used in the calibration 0.9479&enriched material in 6-cmdiam
cylinders (crosses~ 0.947%-enriched material in 3-mdiam cylinders, so that the
packing density is nearly twice as high (circlesk and 1.259&enrichedmaterial in 6-cmdiam cylinders (x’s). Two different shipping crates were used for the 1.25%material and
their weight differed by 20%. The heavier crate provided a 2% lower response than the
lighter crate. Assay accuracy is currently limited to 2 to 3%by variations in the shipping
boxes. A limited investigation of matrix effects indicates they will be 1% or less. A
preliminary comparison with end crops that were dissolved aftqr assay indicates a bias of
less than 1%.
15.4.2 Measurement of *WPU Heat Sources

A small 4Z counter has been designed for the assay of 23SPUheat sources at Los
Alamos (Ref 15). The heat sources are 10-g capsules of 23SPU02 The plutonium is
enriched to 83% in 23SPUand the oxygen is highly enriched in 160. Heat is produced
from the alpha-particle emission associated with the decay of 23SPU.The strong alpha
emission rate can also lead to a hi neutron production rate via (cqn) reactions in 170
and lsO despite the depletion of iPO and 180. A quantitative assay of 238Puis difficult
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bscause the exaet amount of remaining 170 and ’80 is unknown. However, the primary
objeetive of the measurement is assurance that the neutron emission tlom (~n)
re@ons has been reheal as low as possiblei The 2*Pu02 material is handled
separately fkom other material in the plutonium facility at Los Alamos. It undergoes
diiYerentprocessing and exhibits the rather unique characteristic of producing heat in
easily detected amounts. Consequently, administrative Wntrols that ensure that only
238Pu02is being measured are easy to implement.
The heat source cxnmter is illustrated in Figure 15.7. Its design is quite eonventio~
with highdensity polyethylene moderator, m$rnium absorber, 3He counting tu~
aluminum outer skin, and a stainless steel and aluminum sample carrier for placing the
heat source into the central counting cavity. A lo-cm-thick polyethylene shield is
included to reduce the high background counting rate expected in the plutonium flwility.
The counter has an et%eiencyof 18%.Previsions of 0.5% or better are obtained in 100-s
count times. The measurement accuracy is 1% within a batch of material and 5%
between batches. Most of the batch-to-batch variations are due to diflkmnt oxygen
isotopic distributions.

15.5MEASUREMENT

OF LOW-LEVEL

WASTE

Passive neutron counting is often used for measuring nuclear waste material because
neutrons ean penetrate large waste containers much better than gamma rays ~
particularly ifthe waste contahs dense, high-Z materials. Waste containers are typically
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55 gallons or larger in volume, and passive gamma-ray detectors tend to underestimate
the amount of nuclear material because ofgamma-ray absorption in the matrix. Neutron
measurements, on the other hand, tend to overestimatqthe amount ofnuckar material;
(&n) reactions in the matrix or moderation followed by induced fission create “extra”
neutrons. Neutron coincidence counting can substantially reduce this matrix sensitivity
by discriminating between source fission neutrons and matrix (up) neutrons. However,
total neutron oounting maybe more sensitive to small quantities of nuclear material if
(Wn) reaotions increase the neutron emission rate. For example, it is several orders of
magnitude more sensitive to the fluorides PuF4 or UFG Total neutron counting is often
used for discard/save decisions rather than for quantitative assays.
15.5.1 Detection

St?ndtivity

The neutron emission rates of some common nuclear materials are listed in Tables
14-2, 14-3,and 14-4 (see Chapter 14). From these tables, it is clear that low-Z materials
that allow (q) reactions can significantly increase the neutron output. Because the
neutron output of the plutonium compounds is much higher than the neutron output of
the uranium compounds, the sensiti~ty to plutonium is much better ~
the sensitivity
to uranium. Here the sensitivity of the assay is defined as AC/C, where AC is the 1standarddeviation error iq *e counts C.
An important concept for the xqeasur~ent of low-level waste is the detectability
limi$ which is that qiuuitity of rnhterial that produces a signal that is laqyx *an
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background by the ratio d = C/AC. For a background rate b much leas than the signal
rat% the detectability limit m (in grams) is given by
m = d2/Atl

.

(15-7)

For a background rate b much larger than the signal rate,
(15-8)

A is the response rate of the instrument in counts per second per gram, and tl and tz are
the signal and background count times, respectively. Detectability limits at 36 above
background (d = 3) are 23 mg for Iow-burnup plutonium, 0.5 mg for I%F4 170 g for
natural uranium, and 30 g for natural UF6 (Ref. 16). These cakxdations assume 1000-s
counting times in a large 4U counter with 15% absolute efficiency. The 4Z counter is
recommended for assaying low-level waste because of the weak emission rate and
heterogeneous nature of the waste.
The calculated deteotabiiity limits show that passive neutron counting of low-level
waste is usually practical only for plutonium. For 55-gal drums containing 100 kg of
nonabsorbing matrix materials, the plutonium limit of 23 mg comesponds to about 23
nCi/g, This detectability limit can easily increase by an order of magnitude for actual
drums that contain significant quantities of moderators or neutron poisons. In most
cases, however, passive neutron assay overestimates the quantity of nuclear material
present beeause of (cqn)reaotions in the matrix. Unless the chemical and isotopic form
of the waste is known, no quantitative conclusion can be drawn about the nuclear
content of a barrel other than an upper limit
15.5.2

Assay of 55-GaUonDrums

Total neutron counting of 55-gal drums containing Pu02-contaminated waste has
been investigated at Los Alamos (Ref 17). Measured were a set of 17 standarda
constructed at the Rocky Flats Plutoniuni Processing Facility (Ref 18). The standards
were designed to simulate the contaminated process materials and residues routinely
-assayedin the Rooliy.Flats drum cmmter. ‘Table 15-2 summarizes the characteristics of
these drums. A standard deviation ‘ofA16% was obtained for the 17 drums. Since the
plutonium isotopics and chemical’ form wcke both tied and well known, the total
neutron signal was a reasonable measure of the plutonium content.
15.%3 Assay

of Large Crates

A neutron counter large enough to assay 1.2- by 1.2- by 2.l-m waste cmtes was
developed and used extensively at the Rocky Flats Mlity (Ref. 19).This 4Xoounter uses
twelve 30-cm-diam ZnS scintillators spaced around the sample chamber. Because these
fast-neutron detectors also exhibit some gamma-ray sensitivity, the discriminator
thresholds are set above the 1.3-MeV gamma-ray enagy. Most of the neutron
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Table 15-2. Physical ebwtemm“ “OSof Rooky Flats 55-gallon drum standards

Description
Oraphitemolds
Drycombustibles

Wetcombustibles

Matrix
60-mes13
graphite
carbon
plastica
cellulose

Plutonium
(ss pu02)
Matrix
MatrixAv Matrix/iv
Composition Net Weight Density
Loadings
(w%)
@~3j
(gPu)
(kg)
100
110
0.53
60,145,195
24
0.12
10, 165, 175
90
5
5

eelhllose

80

water
plastios
polyvinyl
leadgloves
polyethylene
cellulose

15

surgical gloves

Pyrex glass

51

0.25

28.5,166

32

0.15

10,90,160

82

0.39

40,95,185

5

42
28

20
7
3

100

with 12%boron
as 33203

Resin
Dowexlx4
Benelex-Mexi@as

100

25,

110

75

signal is also discriminated out, and the measured efficiency of the counter is 0.1%.
Although the desired signal is tlom spontaneous fission neutrons, total counting is
preferred to coincidence counting because of the low detection efficiency.
The major sources of inaccuracy for the crate counter are variable matrix eff6cts and
the unknowp chemical form of the plutonium. Some comparisons with a 55-galdru3n
counter show that the crate counter tends to overestimate the plutonium content.
Typical crate loadings are less than 100 g the counting times are 200 s. The results
typically agree with tag values within a fiwtor of 4.
The orate counter is used to flag crates that need to be opened and cheeked more
carefully. It periodically locates orates that have been labeled incorrectly. The counter is
*used
in conjunction with passive gamma-ray counting if more quantitative results
are desired.

15.6 SPECIAL APPLICATIONS
The speoial applications described in this section focus on the neutron energy
spectrum observed by some passive assay instruments. In the first two examples, the
observed energy spectrum is exploited to determine a specific feature of the sample.
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15.6.1 The 2s2CfHy&ogen

Analyzer

The 25~ hydrogin analyzer (Figure 15.8) can determine the hydrogen content of
small uranium samples by measuring the softening of the neutron spectrum of a nearby
25~souroe (Ref. ,20).The analyzer consists of a steel block with holes bored for two 76mmdiam nickel cylinders. One cylinder contains the ‘%Ysource, and the other holds
the sample and two 3He neutron detectors, as detailed in Figure 15.9. Because 3He tubes
have a higher efficiency for low43mrgy neutrons, the count rate increases for samples
containing hydrogen. This matrix effkct is,enhanced by using steel reflectors instead of
polyethylene moderators around the sample and detectors.
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The counting electronics requires only a single-channel analyzer. A califomium
source strong enough to give a count rate of 10kHz is used so that 0.1%precision can be
obtained in reasonable counting times (100 s). Long-term drifts of 0.3% were observed
over a 3-day period, however, the actual data consists of a sample measurement
preceded or followed by a background measurement. Consequently, long-term drifts are
not a problem.
Figure 15.10 demonstrates the response (difference between sample and background
counts) as a function of increasing hydrogen. The straight line is a least squares fit to the
data. The four samples indicated in the graph had a graphite matrix and were of equal
volumes. Figure 15.11 shows the effect of increasing 235U content on the hydrogen
analyzer. The hydrogen analyzer was originally designed for use in conjunction with a
Small Sample Assay System (SSAS)(Ref. 21) to determine the uranium content of moist
uranium fiel rods. The SSAS determines uranium content, but the result is affected by
hydrogen content. Consequently an iterative procedure is employed to obtain the best
possible assay. First, the SSASmeasurement provides a value for uranium content good
to about A1O%. Then the hydrogen analyzer results can be used to determine the
hydrogen content to A2 mg, and finally the SSASresult can be iterated to determine 235U
to better than 1%accuracy.

15.6.2 Moisture Determination by Detector Ring Ratio
The ratio of total neutron counts in the inner and outer detector rings of a two-ring 47c
counter is a measure of the neutron energy spectrum. In a way similar to the 252Cf
hydrogen analyzer, the ring ratio can provide information about the moisture content of
the sample.
This moisture monitoring technique has been applied to the assay of wet plutonium
oxalate (Refs. 22 and 23). The oxalate is precipitated during the conversion of plutonium
nitrate to oxide. It is heterogeneous and typically contains 30 to 65 W% water. The
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plutonium assay is done by passive neutron coincident counting, but a correction for
water content is based on the ring ratio. The correction is needed because hydrogen is a
better moderator than plutonium oxalate and samples with higher water content
decrease the average neutron energy more. The neutron counter contains an inner ring of
detectors separated from the sample by 11 mm of polyethylene and an outer ring
separated by 33 mm of polyethylene. A change in the neutron energy speetrum tiects
the two rings differently because of their different depth in the polyethylene.
The counter was calibrated by assaying 19 samples of known plutonium and water
content. The mass m of plutonium was expressed as
m=

aRO(ati TiflO)

(15-9)

where ~ = coincidence count rate in the outer ring
Ti = total count rate in the inner ring
TO = total count rate in the outer ring
and a, % ~ are fitted parameters.
An additional 22 samples were assayed nondestructively with a standard deviation of
2.2%(1@(Ref 22) relative to later destructive analyses. Without the ring ratio correction
for moisture, the deviation is 50 to 100%.
15.6.3 Eaergy-Independent

Long Counter

There are many uses in fhst-neutron studies for a counter whose detection efficiency is
independent of the incident neutron energy. One such counter used to calibrate and
standardize neutron assay instruments is the long counter (Refs. 10and 24). The energy
response of the long counter is nearly flat but not entirely energy-independent, as has
sometimes been assumed.
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Figure 15.12 shows the design features of a high-efficiency long counter. The neutron
source is aligned on the axi6 of the center 3He detector, at a distance of at least 1 m. The
minimum source-todeteetor distance, the number and location of the holes in the
moderator, and the design of the polyethylene ring in front of the moderator are all
essentird for achieving the flattest energy response. Figure 15.13 (Ref 10) shows the
response of the counter to broad-spectrum neutron sourceq the relative source strengths
were known to 3%. Within the accuracy of the source strengths, the counter response
appears to be flat ffom 0.024 MeV to more than 4 MeV. More recent data (Figure 15.14)
were obtained with the same counter using a Van de GraafT accelerator to provide
relatively monoene~etic neutrons from the 7Li(p,n)7Be reaction (Ref 25). As the
neutron energy was varied from 100to 1200keV, a small resonance was observed at 450
keV. Clearly the counter response is not completely energy-independent.
but onlv.
-.
approximately so.
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